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Abstract

A genetic algorithm is used for design of infrared
filters and in the understanding of the material structure
of a resonant tunneling diode. These two components are
examples of microdevices and nonodevices that can be
numerically simulated using fundamental mathematical
and physical models. Because the number of parameters
that can be used in the design of one of these devices is
large, and because experimental exploration of the design
space is unfeasible, reliable software models integrated
with global optimization methods are examined The
genetic algorithm and engineering design codes have been

implemented on massively parallel computers to exploit
their high performance. Design results are presented for
the infrared filter showing new and optimized device
design. Results for nanodevices are presented in a
companion paper at this workshop.

1. Introduction

The NASA/JPL goal to reduce payload in future space
missions while increasing mission capability demands
miniaturization of active and passive sensors, analytical
instruments and communication systems among others.
Currently, typical system requirements include the
detection of particular spectral lines, associated data
processing, and communication of the acquired data to
other systems. Advances in lithography and deposition
methods result in more advanced devices for space
application, while the sub-micron resolution currently
available opens a vast design space. Though an
experimental exploration of this widening design

space---searching for optimized performance by repeated
fabrication effons_is unfeasible, it does motivate the
development of reliable software design tools. These tools

necessitate models based on fundamental physics and
mathematics of the device to accurately model effects such
as diffraction and scattering in opto-electronic devices, or

bandstructure and scattering in heterostructure devices. The
software tools must have convenient turn-around times and

interfaces that allow effective usage. The first issue is

addressed by the application of high-performance
computers and the second by the development of graphical

user interfaces driven by properly developed data

structures. These tools can then be integrated into an
optimization environment, and with the available memory
capacity and computational speed of high performance
parallel platforms, simulation of optimized components
can proceed. In this paper, specific applications of the
electromagnetic modeling of infrared filters will be
presented.

The application involves filters of long-wavelength
infrared radiation that are under development for a wide

range of applications. Over this band (3-18 lain)
applications range from spaceborne sensors used in the

examination of absorption spectra to ground based hand-
held digital cameras. Electromagnetic fields that are
filtered by periodic structures are modeled by Maxwell's
equations and discretized by f'mite element or integral
equation methods. An integrated design involves CAD
generation of the microdevice structure, generation of a
mesh that will discretize the fields, an accurate solution of

the electromagnetic fields, and visualization of the resultant
field solution. This suite of tools is then integrated into a
parallelized genetic algorithm package for design
optimization.

A second application involves the heterostructure
device design and involves the choice of material
composition, layer thicknesses and doping profiles. A
general-purpose quantum-mechanics based one-
dimensional design and analysis tool is used for modeling.
As in the above application, this tool is integrated with

the parallelized genetic algorithm package for design
optimization. Results of this work will be presented in a
companion paper at this workshop.

2. Optimization Via Genetic Algorithms

Due to the number of parameters involved in
instrument design and the broad classes of design

optimization needed, global optimization algorithms are
considered. A key consideration in using global methods
is that they optimize over a carefully defined set of
parameters where each parameter is confined to a limited

range. Though local optimization methods can be



employed, they have been found to be highly dependent on
starting points, and are typically more successful when the
solution space is a relatively smoothl F varying function ¢f
the design parameters, l'n the devir"e'-modeis considered in
this paper, the solution space is non-linear and can appear
to be nearly a discontinuous function of the design
parameters over regions of the design space. The local
methods deploying gradient searches are then difficult to
employ for such multi-parameter optimization.

Genetic algorithm optimization employs
stochastic methods modeled on principles of natural
selection and evolution of biological systems [1,2]. They
are global, multi-parameter and do not require constraints
on continuity of the solution space. They have been
in_'oduced in electromagnetic design and modeling over
the last 5 years [3-6] in the relatively diverse m'eas ff
antenna design, filter design and the design of scattering
structures. At YPL an effort is underway to advance the
capabilities for electromagnetic and electronic structure
modeling of select microdevice structures. A genetic
algorithm package that is easy and flexible to use is part ¢f
this effort.

A genetic algorithm optimization package consists ff
a sequence of procedures that lead to an optimized result.
This sequence is common among all genetic algorithms
with variants at each stage [2]:

• Model parameterization and gene encoding.
• Initialization of population.
• Evaluation of fitness function for population.
• Selection of subset of population.
• Reproduction through crossover and mutation.
• Evaluation of fitness function and convergence check.
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Figure 1. Genetic Algorithm flow diagram(From[5]).

This process is diagrammed in Figure 1 and is the basis
for a general package. Because each step in this sequence
would require variants dependent on the problem being
optimized, a long-term goal is to provide a software
framework that is suitable for the select class of design
problems considered in this paper. For example, an
interface into the range and types of parameters encountered
(real-valued device dimension values, integer valued
number of layers, or exponent based dopant densities) is to
be developed. Similarly an effective means for introducing
the fitness function evaluation, i.e. the actual calculation ff
the electromagnetic or electronic structure result is
necessary. This step requires the insertion of large
complex codes, typically written in C or Fortran with
associated complex input sets, into the software
fi'amework. Ideally there would be little modification of the
solver codes when using the genetic algorithm package.

One of the most important stages of the
optimization process is the sound parameterization of the
design and resultant encoding of the parameterization into
a chromosome. The parameters need to be chosen from
the design space in an effective manner, limited in range to
a set that is physical, and encoded in a meaningful way.
For example, the critical device dimensions are typically
used, as well as the device material values. If a grid based
algorithm such as a f'mite element solver is used the
geometry must be properly parameterized at the CAD stage
before a mesh is generated. The geometry should vary in
meaningful steps such that known electromagnetic or
electronic properties will vary a non-vanishing amount.
This variation of geometry or material parameters maps
into the stages of population initialization and
reproduction through mutation. By allowing variations in
the dimensions or materials that produce physically
different results, fewer genes need to be stochastically
sampled and convergence to an optimum result can occur
quicker. Similarly, how the parameter is encoded into a
gene is important. For example encoding a real parameter
into a binary string or using real-valued encoding is itself a
tradeoff [6]. In general, efficient convergence of the
optimization algorithm will heavily depend upon the
initial parameterization and encoding of the design.

A number of genetic algorithms and packages
exist that fit the structure outlined in Figure 1. The key
needs for the work in this paper are that the package be
flexible enough to allow a range of design
pararneterizations and be able to exploit high performance
computers. First, the different parameterizations and
encodings, as well as mutation strategies need to be easily
available. Secondly, because the calculations of the fitness
function involve electromagnetic and electronic structure
calculations that can be quite intensive, executing the
genetic algorithm on massively parallel computers is
essential for high-fidelity models. These points are
encapsulated in PGAPack, a parallel genetic algorithm
library [7]. This package consists of a set of library



routinessupplying the user multiple levels of control over
the optimization process. The levels vary from default
encodings, with simple initialization of parameters and
single statement execution, to the ability to modify, at a
low-level, all relevant parameters in the optimization
process. User written routines for evaluation or crossover
and mutation can also be inserted if necessary. The
package is written using the Message Passing Interface
(MPl) for parallel execution on a number of processors. A
master process coordinates the chromosome initialization,
selection and reproduction while slave processes calculate
the fitness function, including the execution of the
electromagnetic or electronic structure code on different
processors. For global optimization of realistic structures,
the use of high-performance computers is essential to allow
designs in a reasonable amount of time. The bottleneck ff
the optimization process is the electromagnetic or
electronic structure code calculation. This result is then
used in a calculation of a fitness function (the difference
between the calculated and desired result) that is
minimized. It is also important that the engineering code
be optimized to speed the overall time to design.

3. Electromagnetic Modeling of Infrared

Filters

Two electromagnetic modeling applications ate
currently being considered for optimization. The first
involves design of multi-bandwidth infrared filters far
multi-spectral imagers. The second involves the design cf
light coupling structures for quantum well inflated
photodetectors and uses f'mite element modeling ff
Maxweirs equations. This application will not be
considered in this paper; the filtering application will be
given in detail.

3.1 Multi-Spectral Filtering

A multi-bandwidth infrared filter array consists (f
an array element within a two-dimensional periodic cell.
The filter bandwidth, center frequency and polarization
properties are dependent upon the shape and size of this
element. Different element shapes are used for different
applications depending on the design specification. To
model a single layer frequency selective surface, a
calculation for the induced current on the metallic periodic
array deposited on a layered substrate is performed. To
model the multiple layering of the design, the scattering
parameters due to each screen are cascaded in a separate
calculation. The frequency selective surface analysis uses
sub-domain basis functions to model the current in a
periodic cell. The analysis can be found in [8]. The
geometry of a crossed slot periodic surface is shown in

Fig. 2. Periodicities are Tr_ and T_ in the non-

orthogonal (rh,r/_) coordinate system. Multiple dielectric

layers are included below and above the metal slot array.
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Figure 2. Geometry of crossed-slot frequency selective
surface. Plan view and side views are shown.

3.2 Parameterization and Results

For the multi-spectral imager application, the
goal is to create a filter with a prescribed center wavelength
and bandwidth of the transmission response. The filter
consists of patterned metal layers fabricated using electron
beam lithography. An array of apertures is patterned into a
gold layer deposited on a calcium fluoride substrate. The
key parameters of the design are the element shape,
periodicities in the x and y direction as well as the skew
angle _, thicknesses of dielectric superstrate and substrate
layers, and distance between layers of a sandwich structure.

The fitness function for this application is driven
by the requirement of a prescribed center wavelength and
bandpass with minimal shoulders outside the bandpass
region. A typical response with parameters is shown in
Figure 3. The center wavelength, as well as upper and
lower edges of the passband is specified. The fitness
function specified for this application is a weighted
combination of the prescribed center wavelength and a
measure of the energy outside the center band. This
component is calculated by dividing the area under the
square of the transmission curve outside the center band by
the total area squared under the transmission response. The
goal in this specification is to reduce any energy outside
the bandpass region for an optimal multi-band filter
design.

The code for the analysis of the frequency
selective screen was integrated with PGAPACK and
executed on a 256 CPU HP Exemplar X-Class massively
parallel processor. For an initial design the center
wavelength was chosen to be 4 micrometers, and the
bandwidth was minimized outside a region with a 5*/.
(full) bandwidth. A one millimeter thick calcium floride
substrate (n = 1.41) was included in the calculation as well
as the surface impedance of gold in the near-infrared. A
previous design, created without the use of the genetic
algorithm optimization package, was used as a 'strawman'
to be equaled or bettered. Optimization was carried out
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Figure 3. Fitness function design for filter example. Center
wavelength and lower and upper bounds of bandpass region
are noted.

using the cell size as a parameter and fixing the element
geometry to a crossed dipole aperture.

The cell size is encoded as a real parameter using
the real encoding funtionality of PGAPack. The initial

parameters are randomly selected within a lower and upper
bound, and as the real parameters are varied within the

genetic algorithm, the parameters are not allowed to evolve
outside these bounds. Tournament selection is used to

begin reproduction, followed by steady state replacement
with a 10% replacement rate. For the examples

considered, two-point crossover is performed with a
probability of crossover of 0.85. The probability c¢
mutation is 0.5 and the allele is fractionally modified. As
noted, if the parameter is mutated out of the bounded range
it is reset to a value within the range.

Shown in Figure 4 is the resultant design as well
as a set of measurements of the fabricated model [9]. For
this limited set of optimization parameters, the previous
design was equaled but not bettered. The design
simulation though was completed with one execution of

the genetic algorithm, exhausting the limited set of global
parameters needed to minimize the fitness function
outlined above. Additional designs with an expanded
parameter space are under development. These consist ff

parameterizing the geometry of the periodic cell into a
NxM pixellated grid and allowing each pixel to be metal or
no-metal-a binary encoding. In this variation, the
geometry can be synthesized to create the prescribed
passband. This variation will be presented in a future

paper.
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Figure 4. Comparison of numerical simulation and measured
transmission spectra for infrared filter

4. Conclusions

This paper has examined the use of a genetic
algorithm for design of an infiared filter. A versatile genetic
algorithm, PGAPACK, has been used for initial designs,
optimizing realistic devices over broad design spaces. The
optimization package has been integrated with the
engineering simulation codes, and executed on parallel
computational platforms. These advanced computational
resources are necessary if advanced modeling codes are to
be used to give high-fidelity simulations of microdevices

in the optimization process. Several wall-clock hours on
the 64 CPU Exemplar were necessary to achieve the
infrared filter design. The proper choice of parameters and

proper encoding of these parameters into a chromosome
used in the genetic algorithm is also necessary to
efficiently reach an optimized solution.
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